Using ab initio methods, we examine the stability of ice 0, a recently proposed tetragonal form of ice implicated in the homogeneous freezing of water [J. Russo, F. Romano, and H. Tanaka, Nat. Mater. 13, 670 (2014)]. Vibrational frequencies are computed across the complete Brillouin Zone using Density Functional Theory (DFT), to confirm mechanical stability and quantify the free energy of ice 0 relative to ice I h . The robustness of this result is tested via dispersion corrected semi-local and hybrid DFT, and Quantum Monte-Carlo calculation of lattice energies. Results indicate that popular molecular models only slightly overestimate the stability of ice zero. In addition, we study all possible realisations of proton disorder within the ice zero unit cell, and identify the ground state as ferroelectric. Comparisons are made to other low density metastable forms of ice, suggesting that the ice i structure [C. J. Fennel and J. D. Gezelter, J. Chem. Theory Comput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Water ice is the most common mineral on earth and plays an important role in weather and climate, as well as countless natural processes and technological applications. Consequently, mapping the phase diagram of ice has received considerable attention by both experimental and theoretical methods, to better characterise this most fundamental of materials. A total of 15 ice phases 1 are known to be stable at various conditions of temperature and pressure and the last three phases: ice XIII, 2 XIV, 2 and XV, 3 have all been isolated within just the last few years. In addition, a number of stable [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 25 and hypothetical ice phases 9, 10, 29 have been predicted and characterised via computer simulation.
In a recent study, Russo, Romano, and Tanaka 11 presented evidence for a new metastable ice phase (termed ice 0) based entirely on simulations using coarse-grained 12 and atomistic 13 semi-empirical potentials. These simulations strongly imply a role for ice 0 in the nucleation and growth of ice I h , a process fundamental to atmospheric science, cryogenics, geology, and astrophysics. As such, this new phase is potentially highly significant, and merits further attention with detailed ab initio methods, particularly as no experimental samples of ice 0 have yet been synthesised. The robustness of our calculated energetics is explicitly tested with higher level methods, specifically dispersion-corrected Density Functional Theory (DFT) and Quantum Monte-Carlo calculations, before making comparisons to other metastable phases ice phases proposed in the literature.
In this communication, we firmly establish the mechanical stability of the ice 0 structure using plane-wave DFT calculations, and characterise the possible proton orderings a) d.quigley@warwick.ac.uk within this and other metastable ice phases. The robustness of our calculated energetics are explicitly tested with higher level methods, specifically dispersion-corrected DFT and Quantum Monte-Carlo calculations. The free energy relative to ice I h is calculated via lattice dynamics and compared to the energetically similar ice i structure. 
II. RELATIVE ENERGETICS AND PROTON ORDERING
The ice 0 unit cell is analogous to the network proposed for semiconductors by Zhao et al. 14 It is tetragonal, with 12 molecules in the unit cell. Oxygen positions obey space group P4 2 /ncm. A representation of the unit cell is shown in Figure 1 .
We proceed to generate all possible proton positions which obey the Bernal-Fowler rules within the primitive unit cell. Using the method of graph invariants (see Refs. 4, 5, and 8) and using the GrEnum software, 15 we identify 52 structurally inequivalent proton configurations. Each of these has been relaxed to the corresponding local enthalpy minimum, without symmetry constraints. Calculations use the CASTEP plane-wave DFT code 16, 17 with the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) 18 generalised gradient approximation (GGA) functional and the in-built ultrasoft pseudopotentials. 19 Relaxation was performed using a two-point steepest descent algorithm. 20 The basis set was truncated at a plane wave energy of 490 eV with the Brillouin Zone sampled on a 6 × 6 × 4 k point grid. At this level, energy differences between configurations are converged to within 0.02 meV/molecule. We measure all energies per molecule and relative to that of ice XI 21 computed with the same basis set and k point density. PBESOL and PBE0 calculations were performed using CP2K 22 with a cutoff of 800 Ry and triple zeta quality basis set and we considered the effects of dispersion through the use of the Grimme's D3 correction term 23 in a supercell of dimensions 2 × 2 × 1.
At the PBE level of theory, we identify the lowest energy proton configuration ( Figure 1 ) as ferroelectric with P2 1 cn symmetry. 54 This lies 12.8 meV/molecule higher in energy than ice XI. The highest energy configuration lies an additional 4.4 meV/molecule higher. This is comparable to the energy range of proton configurations in ice I h and I c , for which various estimates in the range 3-5 meV/molecule exist in the literature, 24 and are found to be largely independent of the particular choice of functional. 25, 26 These PBE data therefore indicate that ice 0 is less stable than ice I h for all proton configurations, but only by virtue of an energy difference a few times larger in magnitude than the range resulting from proton disorder in either structure.
Structural parameters and energetics computed using DFT are compared to those obtained with the single-site mW model 12 and the TIP4P rigid-body atomistic model 27 in Table I .
As is evident from Table I , the relative stability of ice 0 to ice XI computed at the hybrid PBE0, PBE0+D3, and PBESOL+D3 levels of theory consistently reproduce the qualitative ordering predicted by mW, TIP4P, and PBE. Nu-TABLE I. Summary of structural and energetic parameters obtained from relaxation of ice 0 (PBE lowest energy proton configuration). Energies are quoted per molecule and relative to the ice XI structure of Leadbetter et al. 21 DMC energies were computed at the PBE lattice parameters. Note that energies quoted in Ref. 28 are relative to an arbitrary configuration of ice I h 7.7 meV higher in energy than ice XI within PBE-DFT. merically, there is only a variation of 5.16 meV between all four functionals and notably, the influence of dispersion on stability is quite minor, as would be expected since the densities of ice 0 and XI are similar. The consistent energy difference given by GGA, hybrid and dispersion corrected versions of GGA and hybrid functional calculations give confidence that, in this instance, the numerical accuracy of all four approaches is expected to be reliable.
III. COMPARISON TO OTHER METASTABLE ICES
The metastability of ice 0 at temperatures where ice can homogeneously nucleate is not unique. Ices II-IV are favoured over ice I h only at high pressure, however, they are known to be remain mechanically stable under atmospheric pressure. To our knowledge, no study of ice nucleation has suggested that these phases are involved as metastable precursors to ice I h , and their high energy relative to ice I makes this rather unlikely. A number of additional ice structures, with no region of thermodynamic stability have been proposed via computer simulation.
Svishchev and Kusalik 10 identified an orthorhombic phase of ice with Pnc2 symmetry by conducting electrofreezing simulations of the TIP4P 27 water model. As previously reported 28 the static lattice energy of this structure computed via PBE-DFT under atmospheric pressure lies intermediate between ices II and III and is equally unlikely to be involved in nucleation of ice I h . Relative to the PBE energy, calculations using TIP4P increase the stability relative to ice I h by 37.8 meV/molecule. We find this structure to be mechanically unstable within the single-site mW model, 12 resulting in relaxation to ice III. By analogy with silica, Tribello et al. 29 have proposed "quartz ice" with P3 1 21 symmetry. In common with the Svishchev and Kusalik 10 structure, this is unstable within the mW model, but can be simulated with TIP4P. This predicts a similar reduction in energy relative to ice I h (34.5 meV/molecule) when compared to the PBE prediction.
Fennell and Gezelter 9 proposed a further phase, termed ice i. This low density P 4 /mmm phase was identified as possessing greater stability that ice I h for a number of semiempirical potentials when using an approximate treatment of long range electrostatics, suggesting it could be energetically competitive in more accurate calculations. This structure is mechanically stable within the mW model, lying 21.4 meV/molecule higher in energy that ice I h . TIP4P calculations with an accurate treatment of long range electrostatics reduce this penalty to 12.0 meV/molecule. Despite these small energy differences, ice i has not been observed in simulations of ice nucleation and growth [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] that use these models.
For each of these phases, we have enumerated all symmetry non-equivalent proton configurations which can be realised within the primitive unit cell and computed their energies using identical basis set and BZ sampling to the ice I h and ice 0 results reported in Sec. II. Results are reported in Table II .
Although ice 0 is clearly the most stable of these four phases, ice i is sufficiently competitive that their respective range of energies resulting from proton disorder are close to overlapping. Indeed the energy gap between them is very much smaller than the variation of ice 0 energies between functionals in Table I , suggesting that the two structures cannot be resolved as energetically distinct at this level of theory.
Conde et al. 36 previously computed the energy of a single proton realisation of ice i to be only 12 meV/molecule higher in energy than ice XI. This calculation used anti-ferroelectric ice XI 37 rather than the ferroelectric form used here, and the PW91 functional. To compare this figure to those in Table II , we have computed the PW91 38 energy difference between the anti-ferroelectric and ferroelectric ice XI structures to be 4.5 meV/molecule. The remaining difference to the range in Table II can be attributed to variations between functionals, or the use of a larger ice i supercell in Ref. 36 which may have contained a particularly stable proton configuration not sampled in our smaller unit cells. In either case it is clear that ice 0 and ice i cannot easily be separated on DFT lattice energies alone.
IV. QUANTUM MONTE CARLO
To assess the veracity of the DFT-computed energies in Tables I and II , we turn to a benchmark method. Quantum Monte Carlo calculations have been performed with the CASINO code 47 within the fixed-node approximation and Dirac-Fock pseudo potentials. 48 The core radii of the oxygen and the hydrogen pseudo potentials were 0.4 Å and 0.26 Å, respectively. The trial wavefunctions were of the Slater-Jastrow type, with a single Slater determinant. The single particle orbitals were obtained from DFT-LDA plane-wave calculations using the pwscf package, 49 using a plane-wave cutoff of 300 Ry, and were re-expanded in Bsplines. 50 In diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) we used the locality approximation 51 and a time step of 0.002 a.u., which were shown to give energy differences between ices II and VIII converged to within ∼5 meV/molecule. 53 The DMC calculations were performed on a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of the lowest energy (with PBE-DFT) proton configuration, containing 96 molecules, and using the Model Periodic Coulomb (MPC) technique to treat the electron-electron interactions. This helps to significantly reduce DMC size errors. 52 Size tests performed on the VIII and the II structures 53 showed that, with cells including 96 molecules or more, finite size error are reduced to less than 5 meV/molecule.
We performed a single point calculation, using the lattice parameters a = 5.99807, b = 5.99478, c = 10.8367, which are close to the PBE equilibrium volume. The DMC energy of the ice 0 structure is calculated to be 17 ± 5 meV/molecule higher than ice I h . A similar computation was performed for the lowest energy proton configuration of ice i, using 96 molecules in a 2 × 2 × 3 supercell, yielding an energy 24 ± 5 meV higher than the same ice I h reference structure (equal in energy to ice XI within this statistical accuracy). As an aside, we note the ice 0 energy is essentially degenerate with that of an empty sI hydrate 15 ± 5 meV/molecule 39 at this level of theory. Comparing to the PBE-DFT energies in Table II , these DMC energies are shifted upward by 4-7 meV. Within the context of a 5 meV statistical error and a similar variation between DFT functionals in Table I , we conclude that DFT and DMC produce consistent lattice energies within their respective uncertainties, and that one cannot confidently separate ice 0 and ice i on the basis of static lattice energies alone.
V. LATTICE DYNAMICS
To establish the mechanical stability of ice zero and assess the vibrational contribution to its free energy, we have computed its phonon spectrum. Calculations were performed using two representative proton configurations with zero net dipole. The first of these retains some symmetry (P2 1 ), and the second belongs to P1 only. Similar calculations were performed on the antiferroelectric P4 2 /mnm ground state of ice i, 54 and a representative eight-molecule cell of ice I h (dimensions 4.41 × 7.20 × 7.63 Å).
Phonon calculations were performed within the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) framework as implemented in the CASTEP code 40 and used norm-conserving pseudopotentials from the Bennett and Rappe pseudopotential library 41 requiring a plane wave energy of 750 eV to achieve a similar level of convergence to the above ultrasoft calculations. Structural relaxation reveals the P2 1 ice 0 configuration to be 1.2 meV/molecule higher in energy than P1, which in turn is 7.8 meV/molecule higher in energy than the ice I configuration.
Computed Helmholtz free energies were converged explicitly with respect to sampling of the vibrational Brillouin Zone (BZ). Ice 0 results are quoted for a γ -centred 3 × 3 × 2 grid. Results changed by no more than 0.3 meV/molecule upon increasing to 4 × 4 × 3 or 5 × 5 × 4. Equivalent convergence was obtained with the ice i structure by sampling on a 3 × 3 × 5 grid, and ice I h on a 5 × 5 × 3 grid.
The phonon dispersion relation of the P2 1 ice 0 structure obtained by Fourier interpolation along high symmetry directions is plotted in Figure 2 . The lack of negative frequencies establishes ice 0 as mechanically stable. A similar exercise confirms the mechanical stability of ice i, which we do not believe has been previously reported in ab initio calculations. The computed Helmholtz free energies of these structures are presented in Table III for a temperature of 250 K -the approximate melting temperature of ice 0. The temperature dependence in this quantity is weak, varying by less than the BZ-sampling error down to a temperature of 180 K, the range over which ice 0 may play a role in the homogeneous nucleation of ice I h . The vibrational contribution to the free energy difference between ice 0 and ice I h is similar in magnitude to the lattice energy difference between proton orderings. This is confirmed by similarity in the phonon density of states (DOS) of the two structures, plotted in Figure 3 , suggesting that vibrations can be reasonably neglected when comparing the gross stability of these structures.
Table III also indicates that the most stable ice i proton configuration lies between two ice 0 configurations in Helmholtz free energy. The incorporation of vibrational effects does not therefore provide any basis to thermodynamically separate ice 0 from ice i.
VI. DISCUSSION
It is instructive to consider the data in Table II in the context of classical nucleation theory (CNT). Neglecting kinetic considerations, in order for initial nuclei to adopt a metastable crystal structure, the crystal-liquid interfacial free energy γ sl of that phase must be lower than the stable phase, in this case ice I h . Quantification of γ sl remains a challenge, and we are not aware of a study which has achieved this for anything other than simple atomistic models. Evaluating this quantity at the ab initio level is currently impossible.
However, we can use CNT to estimate how much γ sl for the metastable phase must be reduced relative to that of ice I h in order to play such a role in the homogeneous nucleation of ice. By using thermodynamic data established as consistent with direct measurements of critical nuclear size data 42 we compute CNT barrier heights to homogeneous nucleation of TABLE III. Static lattice energy difference ( E), zero point energy difference, and Gibbs free energy difference between two ice 0 proton configurations, the lowest energy ice i proton configuration, and an arbitrarily selected proton configuration of ice I h . All energies are quoted in meV/molecule. ice I h , established as consistent with molecular simulations at moderate supercooling. 43 Equating these to the barrier height for nucleation of ice 0 and inserting the PBE thermodynamic data computed in Sec. V, we establish that the ice 0 γ sl need only be approximately 5% lower than in ice I h in order for ice zero to nucleate preferentially at 200 K, decreasing to 10% lower at 240 K. This requirement is relaxed slightly to 3% (200 K) and 8% (240 K) in the TIP4P and mW models. Similar figures are obtained for ice i.
Russo, Romano, and Tanaka 11 have noted that the ice 0 melting curve, and hence its stability relative to liquid water, mirrors the homogeneous nucleation line of ice I h . The ab initio data reported here indicate that ice i has a similar enthalpy and volume, suggesting via the Clausius-Clapeyron equation that its stability will continue to track that of ice 0 at increasing pressure. However, since ice i is not observed to form in nucleation simulations, one might expect to find a higher γ sl for that phase.
Variation in γ sl between the basal, prism, and {1120} faces of TIP4P ice I h has been calculated to be 4-6%. 44, 45 A similar magnitude of variation between ice phases of varying density is certainly plausible. We defer explicit calculation of interfacial free energies to future work, however one might expect the interfacial energy of both ice 0 and ice i to be lower than ice I h due to their lower density and cohesive energy. Both ice 0 and ice i are significantly more stable (∼40 meV/molecule at the PBESOL-D3 level, configuration taken from Ref. 46 ) than low density amorphous ice, which is of comparable density to ice 0 and ice i, suggesting that ordered structures may be more effective at mediating the nucleation of ice I h . 
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